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Why Political False Advertisements are Legal
The fact that political opponents are caught in a prisoner’s dilemma of which they cannot extract
themselves could be easily resolved by making it illegal to make false claims about one another. Similar laws
exist: It is illegal to make false claims about a product’s features or abilities, for example (Balkind, 2014). In
addition, many candidates could claim that their opponent committed libel.

However, both of these legal routes are ineffective in a campaign. False advertising for products does
not extend to false advertising for political advertisements. In fact, when Ohio passed a law banning false
political advertising, it was struck down as unconstitutional (United States District Court Southern District
of Ohio Western Division, 2014). Specifically, the law violated the Constitution’s first amendment protecting
free speech. According to U.S. District Judge Timothy S. Black, “We can all agree that lies are bad. The problem
is, at least with respect to some political speech, that there is no clear way to determine whether a political
statement is a lie or the truth, and we certainly do not want the government deciding what political truth is
(Torry, 2014).”
Accusing one’s opponent of libel has different problems. While it is indeed illegal to make public malicious
and false statements about another person, the fact that both opponents are usually guilty impedes each
from taking this legal action. Secondly, the process, according to Colin White of the UCLA Journal of Law
&Technology is that, it is not timely (White, 2009). That is, by the time the case goes to trial, the election has
been decided. For example, in a Senate Race in North Carolina, incumbent Elizabeth Dole ran an advertisement
accusing her challenger Kay Hagan of accepting money and honors from lobbyists that called themselves
“Godless Americans.” Those that knew Hagan knew her history as a Sunday school teacher. Hagan sued for
defamation but dropped the suit after the election. In another example, Ohio Representative Steve Driehaus
filed a complaint against the Susan B. Anthony List lobbyist group that accused him of supporting taxpayerfunded abortion. He also dropped his complaint after the election (Basset, 2014).
There is little debate that false advertising is hurtful to the American democratic process. Economists call
this effect the “Tragedy of the Commons” where parties who help themselves to better their own situation
end up depleting the resource for all. In this case, the resource is the democratic process by sacrificing the
trust of U.S. voters. However, the digital age can help to keep politicians honest (Rosenthal, 2012). A candidate
can no longer claim one thing in Rhode Island and then go on to say the opposite thing in Kansas, because
every minute has been recorded and can be played back instantly. Indeed, this has helped organizations such
as FactCheck.org and HonestAds.org call out politicians regarding inaccurate claims. Time will tell if these
organizations help to educate voters to make informed decisions.
However, there is hope for a statute that keeps the integrity of the Constitution’s first amendment while
also punishing the guilty politicians in a timely manner (White, 2009). “Actual malice” is legally defined as a
state whereas a person has a “reckless disregard for truth” (US Legal, Inc., n.d.). That is, not only is he or she
negligent in knowing the truth of the statement, but also he or she must actually doubt its authenticity. When
a politician goes on to advertise such a statement, he or she is guilty of actual malice. According to White, it
no longer takes “Sherlock-Holmes-like detective work to discover a politician’s position on an issue, and...a
statute requiring a politician to take twenty minute to research his or her opponent’s views before making
allegations is ... no longer an insurmountable mountain.” Not doing so could instantly result in a fine for libel
based on actual malice if the advertisement is false or defamatory.
Why Political False Advertisements are Legal
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False advertising is exercised in numerous parts of the world. Candidates lose elections when they lie
about their opponents in efforts to gain votes. Even though this makes sense, it has not been the case (Wattier,
2004). Anecdotal evidence has been provided concerning presidential candidates who used false advertising,
and whose lies affected the outcomes of the elections. When the issue of false advertising is mentioned, we
can’t forget about Al Gore, who was popularly known for making claims about the invention of the internet
(Tribe, 2001; Posner, 2001). Al Gore, who was the vice president, affirmed this information to Wolf Blitzer on
the late edition of CNN. He was quoted to have “taken the initiative that created the internet”. The many who
knew about his political lies took the statement as a simple exaggeration. Following this comment, Al Gore
lost the 2000 election to President George W. Bush (Miller and Klobucar, 2003).
A candidate’s chance of winning a presidential election is affected by the false information. False and
negative claims towards an opponent can affect the presidential election. President Obama was quoted stating,
“We’re going to lose if we keep talking about the economy.” However, the statement meant that Obama did
not want the public to gain knowledge of his economy record (The Wire, 2011). The statement was approved
by Republican Mitt Romney, even though Obama was not talking about the economy. It was later noted that
the president referred to the campaign of the Senator John McCain, who had been his 2008 opponent. His
statement was thereby taken out of context.

Presidential candidates have been found to damage the popularity of their opponents, even though the
issue is illegal in many countries. According to the latest presidential election, presidential candidates sacrifice
the trust of their followers to destroy the reputation of their opponents (Solomon, 2010). In the latest election,
the voters experienced a prisoner’s dilemma as they strived to destroy the public image of their opponents.
Studies depict that false advertising prompts voters to question the capabilities of the candidates who display
negative qualities against others. The truth is that false advertising may, in a way, benefit those who use it.
In this, the issue has become a strategic tool for politicians. Those who adopt the ways of false advertising
believe that they can win the trust of voters through lies. A lie, according to a politician, is a simple task. These
people would make any kind of lie in efforts to obtain favor from voters (Lee, 2000). Some of the most famous
false advertisements by politicians reflect the misstated truth that follows these unique behaviors.

False advertisement, as noted in the above context, reflects lies that are difficult to condone. Even though
the issue is legal, in the eyes of politicians, it is widely abolished for building false information on innocent
people. The “Daisy Ad” was run by Lyndon Johnson on September, 1964. The ad featured a young girl who
was plucking and counting petals on a daisy. Afterwards, a male voice would be heard in the background. The
viewer would see a cloud of detonation and a mushroom. The message was political, meaning that a vote for
Barry Goldwater, who was Johnson’s opponent, would be likened to the vote of nuclear war (Mann, 2011).
The presidential race was, thereby, won by Lyndon Johnson. In this, it is clear that false advertising could
increase votes for the opponent.
The Federal Communications Act prohibits candidates from false allegations or passing information
which is false. An interview was aired in 2004 concerning 13 people who claimed to serve in the military
with John Kerry. In this, they were refuting the testimony of Kerry regarding Vietnam atrocities. It was later
acknowledged that one of the 13 people had served with Kerry. The rest tried to make false information
during the elections. Since Bush was not among those who formed the lies, he won the election, leaving
behind the other candidates who made false advertising. Studies have also noted that president Bush also
Why Political False Advertisements are Legal
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excelled in his false advertising campaigns (Cogan and Kelso, 2009). The republican presidential primaries of
2000 reflected the effectiveness of using false advertising.

Political False advertisements are legal because they unveil the wrongs of the candidates. They also
enable the public to understand the nature of the politicians; hence they can decide on the candidate to vote
for. The types of false advertisements aired in the interviews also enable viewers to make firm decisions
while selecting candidates. During the 2000 presidential campaigns, Bush ran for presidency with McCain. In
this campaign, McCain was believed to win the election because he had won a 50-point lead in South Carolina.
In order to prevent McCain from winning the election, Bush and Karl Rove launched a false advertising
campaign that targeted McCain. The new advertisement had the statement, “.................McCain has fathered
an illegitimate.....Child”. McCain’s wife was also abused in the advertising by Bush where he accused her of
being a drug addict. It was apparent that the accusations were not true, and that the black child was adopted
Bengali girls while the wife was also not a drug addict. Even though Bush misled the public, he ended up
winning the elections. The southern candidates became enraged at McCain and could hardly vote for him
(Posner, 2001).

False advertisements mislead the public, which is among the reasons for being illegal. Hubert Humphrey
had an attached false advertising from President Nixon during the 1968 presidential elections (Jamieson,
1996). The advertising was known as “convention ad” which encompassed scenes of “unrest and turbulence”.
During that era, the state was going through a poor economy, war, and political unrest. The advertisement
was exaggerated with some statements that blamed the previous government as well as some various video
editing that was aimed at convincing the public not to vote for Hubert Humphrey. In addition, the weakness of
the nation was attached to Hubert Humphrey, who later won the elections. Even though President Nixon did
not win the elections during that period, it is also illegal to make false advertising against his opponent. Some
people must have agreed to the exaggerations, drawing a bad image of Hubert Humphrey.
Politics is said to be a “dirty game”, and those who engage in politics should be ready to harvest the
consequences. The above context reflected the many incidences when false advertisements were not
appreciated by the larger public. Even though a great number of these statements were false, only the poor in
mind could agree with the false facts. In some areas, the public was swindled by the campaigns, a condition
that extended the boundaries of false advertising (Cogan and Kelso, 2009). As a result of this, false advertising
is becoming a widely accepted tactic for presidential candidates. Even the most famous presidents of the
US such as George W. Bush and President Nixon, as well as Barrack Obama have had an instance of false
advertising in efforts to confuse and convince the public that they are better compared to their opponents.
When false advertising came into the world, the facts concerning the ads were too general. People would
connect the ideas and understand the mode of politics. In these modern days, false advertising is a shame. For
instance, some negative commercials were used by Richard Nixon to make false campaigns against George
McGovern (Jamieson, 1996). The aim of the campaign was to win a landslide victory against McGovern, who
never used campaign ads until the end of the campaign. Negative advertising was used positively by George
H.W. Bush and Ronald Reagan in 1984 and 1988. Jimmy carter was attacked by Reagan on the grounds that
he used a weak policy.

Why Political False Advertisements are Legal
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The negative advertisement placed on Bush H.W stated that he had been a featured prisoner for
committing brutal rape and assault (Tribe, 2001). However, this made is opponent Michael Dukakis, look soft
on crime since the allegations on Bush were unbearable. In these three cases, the opponents were reported
to have taken the high road until the end of the campaign. Therefore, false advertising is legal because it
provides a platform for retaliation. The opponents in these cases lost the elections for being soft and for
failing to respond to the attacks. When politicians remained silent as their opponents rained assaults on
them, the public became convinced that the accusations were true; hence they lacked the chances of winning
the elections. In this, the victory of Bush exemplified a prisoner’s dilemma after creating false advertising on
his opponent.
Misleading facts are found in the cases of false advertising. If false advertising had been a food product,
many people would have been poisoned to death. Politicians use striking statements on their opponents
in order to win elections. Others make bitter accusations against their opponents without verifications in
order to benefit their followers and win the votes of opponents. The question remains, “for how long will
the statements remain invalidated?” This question runs in the minds of many, especially those who have for
once entered the line of dirty politics as it was the case with the numerous presidential candidates of the US.
Individuals who make false allegations need to be careful. Some allegations could send a person to the grave.
Others lower their self- esteem as a result of the ads. This is among the reasons politicians often obtain heart
attack and other critical conditions soon after engaging in politics (Solomon, 2010). The fact that one’s family,
friends, and even fans get the wrong message concerning the individual becomes heartbreaking. Even though
this issue is legal, those who enter the line of politics have a burden to carry.
The above context reflects that false advertising, sometimes, encompasses videos which are set to align
with the subject of the accusation. However, the mode of reasonable representation should be able to deceive
a few, not all people. The descriptions of false events and the inaccurate pictures should contain some truth
so that they are not caught by unintentionally wrong people or proofreaders. Once the campaigns are over,
corrections should be made a public statement to ensure that the victims of the false allegations do not take
a loss. Even though the issue of false advertising seems unethical, it has been legal and used in many parts of
the world to win elections. This is why they have found a lot of application as a strategy to beat opponents in
elections.

Why Political False Advertisements are Legal
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Introduction
As consumers, we often face various choices in our lives, especially when it comes to technology. In
recent times, there has been a huge and drastic influx of new technological creations. Particularly, the rate of
introduction of new technology has exponentially increased. This trend will not cease any time soon, but will
continue to grow. The importance of modeling the adoption of technology is undeniable because of ubiquity.
The process of measuring the attractiveness of technology is much more difficult than it seems due to the
intricacies that are involved within and the numerous factors that exist.
Econometrics is a widely adopted method, which is utilized to model these types of economic situations.
However, in reality, the economic reality is rife with a variety of phenomena that is unable to be easily
predicted or understood. This concept today is described as complexity within economics and econometrics
is not a sufficient method to portray it. Econometrics does not recognize the complexity of economics in the
first place. The studying of complex economics is where modern economics methods have been heading.

One method known as Agent Based Modeling (ABM) may actually be able to explain and demonstrate
the various patterns that continuously occur within the emergence of new technology, but mainly competing
technologies within the same sector. ABM is a type of computational model for simulating autonomous agents.
This method has been used in such areas of economics as biology, physics, and so on. Within this system, agents
are generally believed to have had a minimized amount of rationality to a certain degree such as pursuing
economic benefits or a higher social class, meaning (i.e., they are bounded-rational agents). Here, multiple
‘agents’ interact through a simulated environment. Therefore, in agent based modeling, macro-scale movements
in consumer preferences for technology is derived from the combination of the simple interactions between
agents at the micro level. Therefore, as individuals our independent actions result into a larger effect altogether.
Agent Based Modeling exploits this useful advantage in order to get a hold of a more accurate analysis of an
entire system compared to econometrics, which merely uses empirical content to draw simplistic relationships.
For this paper, the agent based modeling method will be used to portray technology adoption, more
specifically adoption of two different electrical energy technologies (Solar energy and CHC) as other products
such as cars and smartphones are even much more complex by nature, making it more difficult to adapt a
model even with agent based model. This paper explores the present effects of ‘fashion effect’ in technology
adoption, viewing the nature among rational adopters when ahead lies an uncertainty about the performance
of new technologies.
Agent based models are generally created using a program called NetLogo, but in the exploration of
technology adoption, I decided to adapt the code from NetLogo into MATLAB. There were two reasons for
this change.
First, I am more comfortable coding in MATLAB because of previous experience with the program.
Second, MATLAB provides us with more flexibility in displaying our data in creative and interesting ways.

Ultimately, this paper was written to explain the process of the Agent Based Model of Technology Adoption
and to show how it was adapted from NetLogo to MATLAB.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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General Structure of the ABM Model
On the scheme, we can see two main units. Consider each of the units separately. Scheme of the “Setup”
procedure is shown on the next page.

Input Variables

Before the setup procedure, it is necessary to enter input data.

Each agent is assigned initial values of:
1. Threshold property (average-threshold, stdev-threshold),
2. K-up and K-down properties (K-up-average, K-up-stdev, K-down-average, K-down-stdev),
3. Change Event property (lambda).
There are also two external variables:
4. Initial value of attractiveness the old technology (A-initial)
5. Proportion of residential (proportion-residential)

Figure 1: Scheme of the algorithm
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Attractiveness (Attraction)

Attractiveness represents the relative
attractiveness of old technology at time t.
Attractiveness decreases in proportion to the
number of agent switching away from that old
technology. The smaller the initial value of the
function A-initial is, the less attractive the old
technology will be. In this model, attractiveness
of a technology towards residential agents is
increased by the ‘fashion effect’. This increases
the likelihood of switching to technology that
is equipped by a nearby neighbor of a resident.
However, the attractiveness function is different
for business agents in the process.

Settings

Figure 2: Scheme of the “Setup” procedure

In order to model a system involving
technology adoption within an agent-based
framework and investigate the dynamics of such
a system, we consider a spatially discrete ‘city’
populated with interacting, autonomous agents
representing electricity consumers. Population
dynamics emerge from the behavior of agents.
Each agent represents an electricity consumer.
Two types of agents are considered - residential
and commercial. The consumer agents receive
electricity from one of three sources - the grid
(‘Grid’), solar power (‘Solar’) or from combined
Heat and Power (‘CHP’). In NetLogo there are
80x80=6400 agents. In Matlab number of agents,
32x32=1024 was reduced for best performance.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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NetLogo: Settings

Matlab: Settings

Threshold, K-up, K-down, Satisfaction, Grid
All agents initially receive their electricity from the Grid. Each agent is assigned
initial values of Threshold, K-up, K-down, Change Event and global variable
Attractiveness Agents know their threshold and current type. They can find their
neighbors and sense their type.

Each agent has its own internal clock with respect to the global clock. It is
assumed that all agents are identical in the sense that they measure performance
in the same fundamental way, although each agent has its own threshold for
change. These thresholds are normally distributed among the agents around some
appropriately chosen common value.
K-up and K-down are coefficients for the rise and fall in consumer satisfaction,
the values of which are normally distributed around appropriately chosen values.

To incorporate the fact that the status quo is usually preferred over change,
these coefficients are chosen to be correspondingly asymmetric.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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Residential
The landscape represents a spatially discrete ‘city’ populated with
interacting, autonomous agents. The agents can be of one of two types,
either ‘residential’ or ‘business’ consumers. This difference is a crucial
aspect of the model since residential consumers are influenced by a spatial
externality in the form of a fashion effect, while the business consumers are
not. Therefore, this means that if there are nearby residential agents who
have solar energy, the probability to adopt solar energy as an alternative
energy increases, making it greater than the probability to adopt CHP as an alternative source.

Each agent represents an electricity consumer. Two types of agents are considered - residential and
business. The consumer agents receive electricity from one of three sources - the grid (‘Grid’), solar power
(‘Solar’) or from combined Heat and Power (‘CHP’).

Change Event

Agents update their own evaluation of the competing technologies
continuously. However, decisions to change to a particular technology
are driven by a Poisson process and are asynchronous. A model with
consumers making decisions in lock-step is not only unrealistic, but can
drastically perturb the very system dynamics of interest in the present
study. Each agent has the same method of measuring performance,
although each has its own threshold for change wi.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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Matlab: Settings
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Visualizing the Initial Setup
Here are two visual representations of the
initial states of each model (NetLogo and MATLAB).
The model is constructed on a square lattice of N
cells, with each cell occupied by a consumer agent
(residential or commercial). Because of our limited
computational power, the MATLAB model has fewer
agents in its grid, but the overall effect and results
remain the same.
This stylized city is randomly seeded according
to three global parameters: the lattice size, the
overall agent density, which is 1 by default and the
ratio of business to residential consumers, which is
defined by proportion-residential variable. Do keep
in mind that the initial visualization will be different
depending on the values that are input into the initial
settings. For example, if the ratio of commercial
agents to residential agents were higher, the initial
visualization would have more grey squares.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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The “Go” Process and How it Works
While the model is computing, it will go into a loop of ticks that represent the lapse of time in terms of
technology adoption. The following logic of the change events and switch procedures are visualized above,
but will be discussed in more detail.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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Change Event Procedure
A change event signal is generated for agents according to its internal time clock based on Poisson
distribution parameter lambda.
Time is incremented, with agents updating their own evaluation of the competing technologies
continuously but making decisions to change to a particular technology asynchronously according to a
Poisson process.

Figure 3: Agents Change Event property

Figure shows states of agents Change Event property at different model time: 1,101,201,301,401,501,60
1,701,801,901,1001,1101.
•
•
•

Green color – is a time (plane that moves from bottom to top)
Red color – are agents on old technology (agents were sorted by Change Event property).
Blue color – are agents on new technology (agents were sorted by Change Event property).

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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Calculate Attractiveness
A global attractiveness function is introduced. Attractiveness function is weighed heavily in favor of the
old technology at the start of the simulation and is stochastic with some minimal spread, in order to reflect
the uncertainty over the impact of technological progress on the performance of the new versus the old
technologies.

As the simulation progresses, the magnitude of the relative attractiveness function decreases in proportion
to the number of agents switching away from the old technology, while the stochastic spread becomes greater.

Figure 4: Global Attractiveness function

Figure shows states of value of global Attractiveness function at different model time: 1,101,201,301,401
,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
The line represents the attractiveness of old technology.

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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Calculate Satisfaction
Satisfaction is a continuous function that is bounded between the values of 0 and 1. It shows the satisfaction
level of the ith agent’s with the old technology. At each time-increment dt, the agents update their level of
satisfaction. Agents measure their level of satisfaction and change their behavior based on this satisfaction
after change event time.
Satisfaction updates. For each time-increment dt, the agents update their level of satisfaction, which take
values between 0 and 1, using the formula:

Satisfaction(t + dt) = K × Satisfaction(t)

Where,
K=K_up, if the grid is relatively attractive;
K=K_down, if the grid is relatively unattractive;
K=1 is a normalization correction to ensure satisfaction remains between 0 and 1 at the extremes.

The time evolution of the system is studied for a given set of initially predetermined rules and conditions.
The only non-deterministic element in the model is the perceived relative attractiveness between old and
new technologies, which represents the main driver for change and is stochastic in nature.

All agents start the simulation by getting their electricity from the grid. Their evaluation criteria (for
both residential and business consumers) are determined at an individual agent level and depend on their
imperfect perception of the relative attractiveness between technologies. The following factors, which are
established and fixed before the simulation starts, represent the agents’ perception regarding the competing
technologies and therefore control their decision-making. The ith agent’s level of ‘satisfaction’ with the old
technology is represented by a Satisfaction
property.
The figure shows states of agents
Satisfaction property at different model
time: 1,101,201,301,401,501,601,701,80
1,901,1001,1101.
•
•

Magenta color – is an attractiveness
of old technology (plane that
moves from top to bottom)
Cyan color – is agents satisfaction
(agents were sorted by Satisfaction
property)

Figure 5: Agents Satisfaction property

An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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Switch Procedure
Agents update their satisfaction levels on a continuous time scale. However, decisions to change to an
alternative technology are made only when a signal is generated by for that specific agent according to its
Poisson process, which is discrete. At the same time, it is assumed that there are no costs to switch to new
technology. Agents choose to switch technologies solely based on their perception of the relative attractiveness
of the old technology and the new technology options. If the value of Satisfaction is less than that of the
Threshold, then agent i switches to a new technology. Once an agent adopts one of the new technologies, it
cannot switch to a different technology.
The figure shows states of agents
Grid property at different model time:
1,101,201,301,401,501,601,701,801,9
01,1001,1101.
• Green triangle – are agents for
which a change event signal is
generated (they are ready to
switch to new technology, but
their Satisfaction level did not
cross their Threshold).
• Cyan dot – are agents for which
level of Satisfaction with the
old technology crossed their
Threshold (they are ready
to switch to new technology,
but change event signal is not
generated yet)
• White circle – are agents who
have just switched.
• Red color – are agents on
old technology (agents were
sorted by Grid property).
Figure 6: Agents Grid property
• Blue color – are agents on new
technology (agents were sorted by Grid property).

The consumer agents receive electricity from one of three sources: the grid (‘Grid’ the initial default
provider), solar power (‘Solar’) or from Combined Heat and Power (‘CHP’). Each agent repeatedly makes
an assessment of the relative attractiveness of the competing technologies leading to a decision whether to
stay with the old technology (supply from the grid) or to switch to the new one (decentralized generation at
home/business through either CHP or solar panels).
It is further assumed that there are no switching costs between the various technologies, and that agents
choose to switch technologies based solely on their perception of the relative attractiveness of the old
technology (the grid) compared to the new technologies (HP and solar panels).
An Agent Based Modeling Approach to Exploring Technology Adoption Using MATLAB
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The final step in the process occurs when it’s time for an individual agent to make a decision as to whether
to switch away from the grid. At this point, determined by the agent’s internal clock, a simple comparison is
made between the level of satisfaction and the threshold for change. If the satisfaction has dropped below the
threshold the agent switches to one of the new technologies.

Supply Preference

All agents in the process have a ‘supply preference’ probability. It determines whether or not the agent
will choose solar energy over CHP energy. For residential agents, supply preference increases incrementally
towards solar energy in proportion to the neighbors that adopt Solar, showing the effects of the ‘fashion
effect’. However, on the other hand, business agents are not affected by this kind of behavior. Furthermore,
the probability to move to either CHP energy or solar energy is evenly divided at all times.
The figure shows states of agents Supply
preference property at different model time: 1,10
1,201,301,401,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
In the simulation, if the agents decide to
switch the source of their electricity supply, they
will move to Solar or CHP based on the Supply
preference probability. There are no switching
costs. Fashion effects do not influence the business
consumers and there is an equal probability.
Residential agents are subject to fashion effects
based on a nearest neighbor interaction.

The final element in the model involves
incorporating a spatial externality in the form of a
fashion effect. All consumer agents have a Supply
preference probability. If the agent is to switch
the source of its electricity supply away from
the grid then the supply preference probability
determines whether it will move to Solar or CHP.

Figure 7: Agents Supply preference property

For the business consumers there is an equal probability for each throughout the entire simulation,
representing the fact that business consumers in model are not influenced by any kind of fashion effects.

This is, however, not the case for the residential consumers. These agents are subject to fashion effects that
take the form of a nearest neighbor interaction. This means that if any of a residential consumer’s neighbors
has solar power, then that consumer’s Supply preference shifts incrementally in favor of Solar. In other words,
an increased number of neighbors that have moved to Solar will translate to an increased extent to which a
given agent will prefer this option.
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Simulation #1
In the first simulation, the ratio of business to residential agents and the A-initial (initial attractiveness of
old technology) were chosen to be very high in order to show how dramatically these variable can affect the
outcome of the simulation.
Here are the initial values for this simulation:

Matlab Simulation #1
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Note: Visualizations of the results.

Figure 8: “City” of Agents for simulation #1

Note: Figure shows states of “City” of Agents for simulation #1 at different model time: 1,101,201,301,40
1,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
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Figure 9: Fractions of different supply source for simulation #1

Note. Figure shows states of Fractions of different supply source for simulation #1 at different model
time: 1,101,201,301,401,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
As you can see from the visualizations, very few agents decided to move away from the grid and adopt
new technologies. Because the commercial agents are not affected by the decreasing attractiveness function,
and due to the high initial attractiveness of old technology, this simulation never reached the tipping point of
adoption.
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Simulation #2
Simulation 2 demonstrates a very different case. In this case, attractiveness of old technology, A initial,
is very small and the “fashion effect” is very strong because there are a very large number of residential
consumer agents.
Here are the initial values for this simulation:

Matlab Simulation #2
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Here are the visualizations of the results of these simulations:

Figure 10: “City” of Agents for simulation #2

Note. Figure shows states of “City” of Agents for simulation #2 at different model time: 1,101,201,301,40
1,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
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Figure 11: Fractions of different supply source for simulation #2

Note. Figure shows states of Fractions of different supply source for simulation #2 at different model
time: 1,101,201,301,401,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
In this simulation, a stationary, equilibrium state is reached straightforwardly and rapidly. In this case,
however, we see a large-scale adoption of solar technology and a leak of consumers from the Grid. You can
see that this simulation reaches the “tipping point” that was described in the previous simulation. This
simulation had a high density of residential agents that were affected by the attractiveness variable, and once
a few agents started to adopt away from the Grid, the fashion effect started to take over.
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Simulation #3
Simulation #3 corresponds to a case intermediate to those considered previously. In this case,
attractiveness of old technology (A-initial) is neither exceptionally large nor exceptionally small. Though not
as high as the first simulation, the proportion of commercial to residential agents is still quite high, where
80% of the agents are commercial.
Here are the initial values for this simulation:

Matlab Simulation #3
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Here are the visualizations of the results of these simulations:

Figure 12: “City” of Agents for simulation #3

Note. Figure shows states of “City” of Agents for simulation #3 at different model time: 1,101,201,301,40
1,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
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Figure 13: Fractions of different supply source for simulation #3

Note: Figure shows states of Fractions of different supply source for simulation #3 at different model
time: 1,101,201,301,401,501,601,701,801,901,1001,1101.
As in the other two cases, a stable stationary, equilibrium state is achieved although it takes longer than
in either of the other two cases.
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Conclusions
Admittedly, this model of technology adoption makes a few assumptions that would not quite mirror
behavior in the real world. For example, this model ignores the real world issue of the cost involved in
technology adoption, which is a large variable in the decision to adopt new technology. However, this mode
does succeed in demonstrating the phenomenon of the fashion effect.

In simulation #3, the sudden shifts in agent behavior are an emergent property of the complex system
and are not the result of sudden shocks to the system. They occur without specific trigger events. The sudden
shifts observed are merely a phenomenon to be expected in a system that exhibits typical complex, nonlinear effects on the way to achieving a stationary state. The behaviors are simply a direct consequence of the
original rules and agent properties established before the start of the simulation. In addition, many different
configurations of the model could be studied in a computationally efficient manner.
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Introduction
The history of Cryptography is as long as the history of communication. All people across time and
space wanted some secrecy and they have developed various ways to keep it. Cryptography was a legitimate
procedure in military communication since the ancient Roman empire of Caesar, who used a simple
alphabetical shift to encrypt his `military secrets. Many, especially military men of all times adopted Caesars
methods and developed them to be even more powerful and secure. Continued warfare contributed to
the continued development of cryptography. By the time of the World Wars, cryptography had developed
immensely, enough to the level of near-perfect secrecy. The Enigma, made by the Germans at the end of World
War I and widely used during II, was virtually unbreakable if not of human faults.
The Internet is not so much different than a battlefield. You never know if or when your enemies (whether
they are relevant or not) would get hold of your information. Should they intercept, our best practice would
be to protect the data from being understood. Thus, the art of cryptography is still very much relevant to
all of us living in the digital age. Everything about us, should that our credit card information or our Netflix
watched movies record (this may be equally as private to some of us), they must be protected from unwanted
eyes, and the art of cryptography allows us to do so.
Cryptography uses an algorithm, or a set of instructions to encode the raw data. Such process is called
ciphering. There are two kinds of such ciphering methods: Symmetric and Asymmetric.

A symmetric ciphering method uses the same key to encrypt and decrypt. There is a pre-shared key
between the host and the client (or the sender and the receiver), and both would use that key to encrypt
and decrypt. Caesar Cipher (which was mentioned above) and Polyalphabetic Cipher are examples of such
ciphering.
An Asymmetric ciphering method uses a different key to encrypt and decrypt. This is a much more
modern way to secure a communication, and is also a more complicated one. The host and the client will use
a different key to encrypt and decrypt: a public key to encrypt, and a private key to decrypt. RSA is the most
well-known asymmetric ciphering method and is also most widely used.

In this paper we will be investigating the symmetric methods, as they are the foundations of many if
not all the ciphering methods we use today. Symmetric methods can be divided into largely two different
categories: Stream Ciphers and Block Ciphers. Stream Ciphers encrypt a data every single character (if text)
or byte (if binary), using the same algorithm each time. Block Ciphers, on the other hand, encrypt a larger
block of data at a time with a larger key, and this would be the main focus of this paper.
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Block Ciphers
Block Ciphers use a string of key (such as “averysecurekey”) to encrypt a string of data (such as “This is
a very important message for the President of the United States”) by dividing the data into chunks of strings
that has the same length with the key. The method used to divide the chunks of strings, or the method used to
apply the key is unique to the specific Block Ciphering method. Following is the diagram for a generic Block
Cipher:
Figure 1: Block Ciphers
Now I will give an example of Block Ciphering mechanisms. Here, because we are showing a very simple
(if not the simplest) block ciphering method, we will just multiply the key string to match the original text. In
this case, if the length of the data is not a multiple of the length of the key, a padding (or a lot of 0s on the back
of the data) is used to match the length of the original string.

First off, the data should be converted into binary, using the ASCII table. “This is a very important message
to the President of the United States” converts to:
1010100 1101000 1101001 1110011 0100000 1101001 1110011
0100000 1100001 0100000 1110110 1100101 1110010 1111001
0100000 1101001 1101101 1110000 1101111 1110010 1110100
1100001 1101110 1110100 0100000 1101101 1100101 1110011
1110011 1100001 1100111 1100101 0100000 1110100 1101111
0100000 1110100 1101000 1100101 0100000 1010000 1110010
1100101 1110011 1101001 1100100 1100101 1101110 1110100
0100000 1101111 1100110 0100000 1110100 1101000 1100101
0100000 1010101 1101110 1101001 1110100 1100101 1100100
0100000 1010011 1110100 1100001 1110100 1100101 1110011

and has the length of 70 characters. The key “averysecurekey” has a length of 14 keys and converts to:
1100001 1110110 1100101 1110010 1111001 1110011 1100101
1100011 1110101 1110010 1100101 1101011 1100101 1111001
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First off, the data should be converted into binary, using the ASCII table. “This is a very important message
to the President of the United States” converts to:

Fortunately, we do not have to add any paddings because 70 is a multiple of 14. Then the data will be split
into blocks of 14 (each two lines in the above representation of the data), and will go through XOR bitwise
operation. XOR operation essentially a Boolean operation (so, an operation between two binary numbers)
which results with a 1 (or a True) when the two binary numbers are different, and with a 0 (or a False) when
the two binary numbers are the same. Mathematically, this can be written as:
1⊕1=0
1⊕0=1
0⊕1=1
0⊕0=0

Where the sign is the symbol for the XOR operation. XOR is widely used in cryptography because it
counteracts the possibility of frequency attacks, which a lot of early ciphering methods are prone to. Any
other bitwise operations, such as AND, or OR, results in a higher frequency of a certain binary number. In
an AND operation the probability of frequency of 1 is 25% and that of 0 is 75%, whereas in an OR operation
there is 75% chance of 1, and 25% chance of 0. XOR operations remove such inequality of frequency, as there
is equal possibility in the appearance of 0 and 1.
The encrypted message, therefore will be:

0110101 0011110 0001100 0000001 1011001 0011010 0010110
1000011 0010100 1010010 0010011 0001110 0010111 0000000
1000001 0011111 0001000 0000010 0010110 0000001 0010001
0000010 0011011 0000110 1000101 0000110 0000000 0001010
0010010 0010111 0000010 0010111 1011001 0000111 0001010
1000011 0000001 0011010 0000000 1001011 0110101 0001011
0000100 0000101 0001100 0010110 0011100 0011101 0010001
1000011 0011010 0010100 1000101 0011111 0001101 0011100
1000001 0100011 0001011 0011011 0001101 0010110 0000001
1000011 0100110 0000110 0000100 0011111 0000000 0001010

To decrypt this message, you just have to do another XOR operation with the encrypted message and the
key. Mathematically, if a binary number goes through XOR operation with the same binary number twice, it
will result in the original number:
(1 ⊕ 1) ⊕ 1 = 0 ⊕ 1 = 1
(1 ⊕ 0) ⊕ 0 = 1 ⊕ 0 = 1
(0 ⊕ 1) ⊕ 1 = 1 ⊕ 1 = 0
(0 ⊕ 0) ⊕ 0 = 1 ⊕ 0 = 0

And therefore, the decryption of the message by the number is mathematically proven.

In the next section, we will be exploring a more complex type of Block Ciphering method: Feistel Ciphers.
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Feistel Ciphers
Feistel Ciphers are a type of Block Ciphers that use a specific procedure (or Algorithm, as we have learned)
developed by Hans Feistel to encrypt the message. Its mechanism is much more complex than that of the
previous method; do not mistake this to be a single type of encryption method, however. It is rather a name
for many Block Cipher methods than follow a specific procedure mentioned above, such as DES, Twofish, or
SEED ciphers. I will explain how a Feistel Cipher works, and will give an example of a Feistel Cipher, along
with its code.
A Feistel Cipher divides the original message into two chunks, Li and Ri, each iteration where i goes from 0
to n. Then, Ri goes through an operation F with the secret key (Ki). That value, then, is evaluated with an XOR
bitwise operation with Li. That value becomes the new Ri+1 and the original Ri becomes the new Li+1. Following
is an equation that sums up this process:

Li+1 = Ri

Ri+1 = Li ⊕ F (Ri, Ki)

After n number of such process, joining of Ln+1 and Rn+1 becomes the encrypted text. To better help your
understanding, following is a figure that shows such process:
Tiny Encryption Algorithm, which we will be exploring at the end of this paper, is such an algorithm.
However, we have to go over another concept in order to fully understand the algorithm: Confusion and
Diffusion.

Figure 2: Feistel Ciphers
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Confusion and Diffusion
Let us consider a simple block cipher method C0 = (P < 64 >, K < 64 >), where the numbers in between the
brackets are the numbers of bits that consists the plain text and the key. Because the two equations for the
plain text and the crypted text are

C0 = P ⊕ K

P = C0 ⊕ K

(1)
(2)

The Key can be easily obtained when the attacker knows one plain text and its encrypted text, because:
K = P ⊕ C0
(3)

This is a common issue of block ciphers. Because the methods are purely linear, and therefore the attacker
can easily solve the encryption method, as same process will be applied for a certain block of text, one can
easily figure out that specific interval and guess the mechanism and the decrypted text.

Confusion

Now let us consider another algorithm C1 = (P < 64 >, K <128 >). Because the key is twice as large as
the plain text, we can consider splitting the key K into two different keys, K0 and K1. Because we have two
keys to apply now, we can consider using both keys in the encryption and decryption to make a more robust
encryption algorithm. Such divided keys are called sub-keys, and the usage of them will increase the integrity
of the encryption algorithm. However, execution of XOR with both keys will not help our situation, as:
C1 = (P ⊕ K0) ⊕ K1
(4)

C1 = P′⊕ K1

(5)

P = (C ⊞ K1) ⊕ K0

(7)

C = (P ⊕ K0) ⊞ K1

(8)

This is not much different than the first case: the attacker needs to know only one set of plaintext and
encrypted text. To make the encryption stronger, we should use two different methods, linear and non-linear
operations and use each sub-keys in each process. The following would be a generic case, where ⊞ symbolizes
an integer addition, ⊟ for the inverse, integer subtraction, and K0, K1 the sub-keys for the key K.
C = (P ⊕ K0) ⊞ K1
(6)
In such case the attack would have to solve the equation above. With only one pair of known solution,
the attacker would not be able to solve the equation, since, the equation has two unknown variables, namely
K0 and K1. However, when the attacker obtains two different sets of plaintext and encrypted text, then the
attacker would be able to sole the equation by solving the two equations below:

C’ = (P’ ⊕ K0) ⊞ K1
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C ⊟ C’= (P ⊕ K0) ⊟ (P’ ⊕ K0)

(10)

Where K1 is eliminated. However, in the attacker cannot progress further into the equation as the
operations ⊕ and ⊟ do not follow the distributive law, and therefore the integrity of the algorithm still
remains. Such method, of mixing a non-linear operation like integer addition to further encode the data is
called confusion.

Diffusion

Diffusion is already a concept that we have practiced above. Diffusion is using the key throughout the
plaintext evenly, encoding it throughout and, therefore, disabling the attacker from using frequency attacks
against the encryption.

The Tiny Encryption Algorithm

The Tiny Encryption Algorithm is an encryption algorithm that combines all the features of cryptography
that we have discussed above. It is created by David Wheeler and Roger Needham at the Computer Laboratory
of University of Cambridge. It is a Feistel Cipher (and therefore is a Block Cipher). To achieve a high level
of confusion and diffusion, TEA uses integer addition, binary shifts, and XOR operations; these different
operations make the algorithm highly diffusive, as one bit change in the algorithm changes approximately 32
bits in the encrypted text, and the four sub-keys and three operations make the algorithm highly confusing.
These different features make this algorithm one of the most efficient and fastest encryption algorithms;
however, with the computing power of modern computers and the evolution of mathematics, TEA is now a
deprecated algorithm that should be replaced by many more complex algorithms such as RSA.
The algorithm is very simple. It splits a 128-bit key K into four 32-bit sub-keys K0 to K3, and the 64-bit
plaintext into two 32-bit keys, L0 (The left half of the key) and R0 (the right half of the key). These two halves
will encrypt each other for 64 rounds with a set of operations F and the keys K0 through K3.

Note how the same function is performed to Li against Ri and to Ri against Li. The crossing of the variables
can be mind-boggling, but it is easier to think of it as 32 rounds of manipulation, as the keys used for the two
functions against Li and Ri are different. Because all the sub-keys are generated from an original key, not any
of the sub-keys are relevant or dependent to each other, making them unique. For each round i, the text
fragments Li and Ri are manipulated with those sub-keys, and to make the set of operations unique in every
round, they will be added a random delta value (√5-1)*232=0x9E3779B9. Each round will perform these
actions in this order (note how i changes after both functions):
1. ∆i+1 = ∆i+0x9E3779B9 (The constant value delta is added to the delta of the previous round, making a
new delta for the current round).
2. Li is added with a result from the operation F, which is performed with Ri and the keys K0 and K1, and
results the new variable Li + 1.
3. Ri is added with a result from the operation F, which is performed with Li+1 (note that this is Li+1 not
Li) and the keys K2 and K3, and results the new variable Ri+1.
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in Python code that would look like:

sum . value += delta
l. value += F( r, k[0] , k[1] , sum )
r. value += F( l, k[2] , k[3] , sum )

where the value sum is the sum of the deltas from the previous rounds.

Figure 4: TEA Cipher Individual Round Diagram

In the diagram above, the specific operations are depicted in greater detail. For the operation F, as
explained before, we will be using integer addition (modulo 232, XOR operation, and bit shifts (Bit shifts to the
left is equivalent to multiplying 2k where k is the number we are shifting. Bit shifts to the right is equivalent
to dividing that number). For TEA, we use the following function for F:

F (M, K1, K2, ∆) = ((M << 4) ⊞ K1) ⊕ (M + ∆) ⊕ ((M >> 5) ⊞ K2)

(11)

in Python that should be:

def F( M, k1 , k2 , delta ):
return (( M. value << 4) + k1 . value ) ^ ( M. value + delta . value ) ^ (( M. value
>> 5) + k2 . value )

For Encryption that would be performed 32 rounds, and the addition of the resulting L32 and R32 would
be the encrypted text.
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For Decryption, the function earlier will be performed in the reverse order:

Figure 5: TEA Cipher Decryption Diagram

Li+1 is obtained by the subtraction of the result of F, not the addition.
Starting with L0 and R0 of encrypted text, for each round i:

1. Ri+1 is obtained by subtracting the result of F with Li, K2 and K3.
2. Li+1 is obtained by subtracting the result of F with Ri+1, K0 and K1.
3. ∆ is subtracted from the sum of deltas.

and the Python code for such can be written as:
r. value -= F( l, k[2] , k[3] , sum )
l. value -= F( r, k[0] , k[1] , sum )
sum . value -= delta

Note that the value of sum should be the same if the same value of delta and the same number of rounds
is used.

And hereby we have examined the principles behind the Tiny Encryption Algorithm and the algorithm
itself. The python code for the full encryption is shown in Appendix B, and following is the result of the code:
P: 0x17ae5332c K: 0x214f86f73
Encrypted: 0xa9ce31ad Decrypted: 0x17ae5332c
Q. E. D.
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Code for Simple Block Ciphers
Code for conversion to ASCII
data = “This is a very important message to the President of the United States”
key = “averysecurekey”
ascii_data = “”
ascii_key = “”
for c in data:
ascii_data += (“%7s” % bin(ord(c))[2:]).replace(‘ ‘, ‘0’)
for c in key:
ascii_key += (“%7s” % bin(ord(c))[2:]).replace(‘ ‘, ‘0’)

Code for Encryption
encrypted = “”
for i in range(len(data)/len(key)):
for j in range(len(key)):
for k in range(7):
encrypted += str(int(ascii_data[(i*len(key)+j)*7+k]) ^ int(ascii_key[j*7+k]))
print “Encrypted Binary(Bin): “, encrypted

encrypted_hex = “0x”
for i in range(len(encrypted)/7):
encrypted_hex += str(hex(int(encrypted[i*7:(i+1)*7], 2)))[2:]
print “Encrypted Binary(Hex): “, encrypted_hex

Code for Decryption
decrypted = “”
for i in range(len(data)/len(key)):
for j in range(len(key)):
for k in range(7):
decrypted += str(int(encrypted[(i*len(key)+j)*7+k]) ^ int(ascii_key[j*7+k]))
print “Decrypted Binary:”, decrypted

decrypted_text = “”
for i in range(len(decrypted)/7):
decrypted_text+= chr(int(decrypted[i*7:(i+1)*7], 2))
print “Decrypted Text:”, decrypted_text
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Full Code
data = “This is a very important message to the President of the United States”
key = “averysecurekey”
ascii_data = “”
ascii_key = “”
for c in data:
ascii_data += (“%7s” % bin(ord(c))[2:]).replace(‘ ‘, ‘0’)
for c in key:
ascii_key += (“%7s” % bin(ord(c))[2:]).replace(‘ ‘, ‘0’)

encrypted = “”
for i in range(len(data)/len(key)):
for j in range(len(key)):
for k in range(7):
encrypted += str(int(ascii_data[(i*len(key)+j)*7+k]) ^ int(ascii_key[j*7+k]))
print “Encrypted Binary(Bin): “, encrypted

encrypted_hex = “0x”
for i in range(len(encrypted)/7):
encrypted_hex += str(hex(int(encrypted[i*7:(i+1)*7], 2)))[2:]
print “Encrypted Binary(Hex): “, encrypted_hex

decrypted = “”
for i in range(len(data)/len(key)):
for j in range(len(key)):
for k in range(7):
decrypted += str(int(encrypted[(i*len(key)+j)*7+k]) ^ int(ascii_key[j*7+k]))
print “Decrypted Binary:”, decrypted

decrypted_text = “”
for i in range(len(decrypted)/7):
decrypted_text += chr(int(decrypted[i*7:(i+1)*7], 2))
print “Decrypted Text:”, decrypted_text
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Tiny Encryption Algorithm: Full Code
from ctypes import c_uint32
from random import randint

def F(M, k1, k2, delta):
return ((M.value << 4) + k1.value) ^ (M.value + delta.value) ^ ((M.value >> 5) + k2.value)
def encipher(p, key):
l = c_uint32(p[0])
r = c_uint32(p[1])
k = [c_uint32(key[0]), c_uint32(key[1]), c_uint32(key[2]), c_uint32(key[3])]
sum = c_uint32(0)
delta = 0x9E377B9
rounds = 32
while rounds > 0:
sum.value += delta
l.value += F(r, k[0], k[1], sum)
r.value += F(l, k[2], k[3], sum)
rounds -= 1
return [sum.value, [l.value, r.value]]
def decipher(c, key, d):
l = c_uint32(c[0])
r = c_uint32(c[1])
k = [c_uint32(key[0]), c_uint32(key[1]), c_uint32(key[2]), c_uint32(key[3])]
sum = c_uint32(d)
delta = 0x9E377B9
rounds = 32
while rounds > 0:
r.value -= F(l, k[2], k[3], sum)
l.value -= F(r, k[0], k[1], sum)
sum.value -= delta
rounds -= 1
return [l.value, r.value]

if __name__ == “__main__”:
p = [randint(0, 2**32), randint(0, 2**32)]
key = [randint(0, 2**32), randint(0, 2**32), randint(0, 2**32), randint(0, 2**32)]
print “P:”, hex(reduce(lambda x, y: x+y, p))
print “K:”, hex(reduce(lambda x, y: x+y, key))
s, encrypted = encipher(p, key)
print “Encrypted:”, hex(encrypted[0]+encrypted[1])[:-1]
decrypted = decipher(encrypted, key, s)
print “Decrypted:”, hex(decrypted[0]+decrypted[1])[:-1]
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Abstract
The author describes a Neural Net method and its application for finding the binary

attractiveness of a hotel’s room price. It is assumed that we have a history of the observed hotel’s

room prices and today’s hotel’s room price. The algorithm based on the Neural Net method is
realized in the MATLAB package.

Introduction

Recently we see increasing interest in artificial neural networks (ANN’s). They are successfully applied
to the different fields of human activity – business, medicine. ANN’s can be used in situations where we have
some relation between the predictors (inputs) and predicted variables (outputs) even if this relation has a
complex nature [1]. They are able to reproduce sophisticated dependence after training according to the
special algorithm using a representative sample [2].
In this article we will try to simulate neural networks with help of MATLAB Neural Network Toolbox [3]
to solve one special problem of pattern recognition.

Artificial Neural Network Overview
[4].

Initial model of artificial neuron was based on computational representation as a binary threshold unit

Figure 1. Model of a neuron

This mathematical neuron computes a weighted sum of its n input signals, xj (j=1, ...,n) and generates an
output of 1 if this sum is above a certain threshold u (see fig.1). Otherwise, an output of 0 results. Algebraically,
where θ(∙) is unit step function at 0 and wj is the synapse weight associated with the j-th input. For
simplicity of notation we often consider the threshold u as another weight w0=-u attached to the neuron
with a constant input x0=1. Positive weights correspond to excitatory synapses, while negative weights
model inhibitory ones. It is known, that suitably chosen weights let a synchronous arrangement of such
neurons perform universal computations. There is a crude analogy here to a biological neuron: wires and
interconnections model axons and dendrites, connection weights represent synapses, and the threshold
function approximates the activity in a soma. Discussed model, however, contains a number of simplifying
assumptions that do not reflect the true behavior of biological neurons.
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The McCulloch-Pitts neuron, depicted on fig.1, has been generalized in many ways. An obvious one is to
use activation functions other than the threshold function, such as piecewise linear, sigmoid, or Gaussian
[5]. The sigmoid function is the most frequently used in artificial neural networks. It is a strictly increasing
function that exhibits smoothness and has the desired asymptotic properties. The standard sigmoid function
is the logistic function, defined by g(x)=1/(1+e^(-βx) ) where β is the slope parameter.

Network Architectures

ANN’s can be viewed as weighted directed graphs in which artificial neurons are nodes and directed
edges (with weights) are connections between neuron outputs and neuron inputs.
Based on the connection pattern (architecture), ANN’s can be grouped into two categories
• feed-forward networks, in which graphs have no loops;
• recurrent (or feedback) networks, in which loops occur because of feedback connections.

In the most common family of feed-forward networks, called multilayer perceptron, neurons are organized
into layers that have unidirectional connections between them (see fig.2).

Figure 2. Scheme of two-layer perceptron

Generally speaking, feed-forward networks are static, that is, they produce only one set of output values
rather than a sequence of values from a given input.
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Learning
The ability to learn is a fundamental trait of intelligence. Although a precise definition of learning is
difficult to formulate, a learning process in the ANN context can be viewed as the problem of updating
network architecture and connection weights so that a network can efficiently perform a specific task. The
network usually must learn the connection weights from available training patterns.

Performance is improved over time by iteratively updating the weights in the network. ANNs’ ability to
automatically learn from examples makes them attractive and exciting. Instead of following a set of rules
specified by human experts, ANNs appear to learn underlying rules (like input-output relationships) from
the given collection of representative examples. This is one of the major advantages of neural networks over
traditional expert systems.
To understand or design a learning process, you need to:
1. Have a model of the environment in which a neural network operates, that is, you must to know what
information is available to the network.
2. Realize, how network weights are updated, that is, which learning rules govern the updating process.
A learning algorithm refers to a procedure in which learning rules are used for adjusting the weights.

Attractiveness of the Hotel’s Room Price

It is well-known that prices of the hotel’s room (HR-price) in cities - touristic centers behave like shares
on the stock market (see example on fig. 3).

Figure 3. Dynamics of HR-price’s changes for the quarter.

The specific is that one can book a hotel room for the year ahead, so we have a deal with the future prices
(like futures), but they are not the subject of speculation and could not be traded. The consumer wants to
book a hotel room in the city C on a particular date D, having a fixed amount of money M (date of booking
B is less than D). It is known, that several hotels (H1, H2, ..., Hn) offer their rooms with the prices Pi≤M on the
date D. What is the best choice for the consumer? In other words, which hotel gives a fair price on the date D?
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To answer the question we need to define market price A - average price of hotel’s room in the city - and
know history of HR-price’s observations. The idea is to compare HR-price Pi with the market price A by the
special formula, which computes attractiveness index AIj for hotels Hj on the date D:

(1)

Here PBj is HR-price of the hotel Hj on the date D, obtained at the date B; PHj is HR-price of the hotel Hj on
the same date D, obtained as an average over a row of the previous observations (cf. [6]). Further, AB is an
average of the HR-prices PBj (obtained at the date B) of all N hotels in city C on the date D and AH is an average
of the HR-prices PHj for all K previous observations.
If AIk>0 then we say that HR-price of the hotel Hk is attractive (this hotel lowered HR-price with respect
to the average market price).

Let us remark, that real data with HR-price observations has omissions, so computing of attractiveness
index should be preceded by a special imputation procedure [7].

Applying –Neural Networks Method to Define HR-price Attractiveness

MATLAB package has the most suitable realization of the method [2]. First we need to prepare our data
to be used and processed in MATLAB (see fig.4). In this table we have the data, referring to the Hotels 1-4
and including 234 observations. Namely, columns titled Hotel #j avg concerns HR-prices PHj, while lines
titled Hotel #j checkin concerns HR-prices PBj for half-year observation. Lines, named City avg and City avg
checkin concerns averages prices AH and AB respectively for the same period. Binary Attractive Index (BAIj)
for the Hj was defined by the following way:

(2)

The main idea is to create and to train a neural network, which will be able to define BAI without formulas
(2)-(3), using only the pattern.
Let us turn to MATLAB workspace (see fig. 5). First line corresponds to loading file with prepared data
and saving it as array M (the original data was stored in a file named Hotels_NN_t.xls).

Next step – selection some blocks of M, including 4 rows as inputs (e.g., columns B-E on fig.4) and unit
rows of M, followed after mentioned blocks, as a targets (e.g. column F on fig.4). Corresponding MATLAB
commands one can see on the fig.6.

To use matrix variable MI and binary vector variable M5 for neural network model we should transposed
them by the following command:
x = MI’;t = M5’;

Applying Neural Networks Method to Define the Attractiveness of the Price of a Hotel Room

Figure 4. Fragment of prepared data

Figure 5. First fragment of MATLAB code

Figure 6. Second fragment of MATLAB code

The next step before training a network is creation the network object. The function feedforwardnet
generates a two-layer network with 10 neurons in the hidden layer. It can be realized as
net = feedforwardnet;

During the configuration step, the number of neurons in the output layer is set to one, which is the number
of elements in each vector of targets:
net = configure(net,x,t);

The configure command also initializes the weights and biases of the network; therefore the network is
now ready for training.
Also we need to choose input and output pre/post-processing functions. Our choice is removing matrix
rows with constant values and map matrix row means and deviations to standard values:
net.input.processFcns = {‘removeconstantrows’,’mapminmax’};
net.output.processFcns = {‘removeconstantrows’,’mapminmax’};

The next step is setup division of data for training, validation and testing:
net.divideFcn = ‘dividerand’; % Divide data randomly
net.divideMode = ‘sample’; % Divide up every sample
net.divideParam.trainRatio = 70/100;
net.divideParam.valRatio = 15/100;
net.divideParam.testRatio = 15/100;

Here a dataset is prepared for dividing into three parts - 70% for designing network, 15% for testing and
15% for validating it.
We are not far from the training of our net. It is necessary to choose training and performance functions
now:
net.trainFcn = ‘trainbfg’; % quasi-Newton back propagation training function
net.performFcn = ‘mse’; % Mean squared error performance function
Also we need to choose plot function to represent results of the net training:
net.plotFcns = {‘plotperform’};

Let us start to train our network:
[net,tr] = train(net,x,t);

For testing the network one can use the next (standard) block of commands
y = net(x);
e = gsubtract(t,y);
tind = vec2ind(t);
yind = vec2ind(y);
percentErrors = sum(tind ~= yind)/numel(tind);
performance = perform(net,t,y)

If we you run the script, you can see the next windows (fig.7).

Figure 7. Results of network training

This figure shows the confusion matrices for training, testing, and validation, and the three kinds of data
combined. The network outputs are very accurate, as you can see by the high numbers of correct responses
in the green squares and the low numbers of incorrect responses in the red squares. The lower right blue
squares illustrate the overall accuracies.

As we satisfied with the network performance, one can turn to calculate the network response to another
input. Let us check the result of BAI prediction for Hotel 3:
MI3=M(:,11:14);x3=MI3’;a=net(x3)

The implementation of this line will create a new vector variable a, containing 234 numbers, which
should be close to 0 or 1 (fig.8).

Figure 8. Results of network using (fragment)

To see the difference between the real and predicted values let us copy transposed line a into MS Excel
sheet and apply function ROUND (fig.9).

Figure 9. Checking the quality of prediction (fragment)

If we continue to compare real BAI with predicted one, we can be sure that there is only one mistake
(date 4). So, it is high quality algorithm, predicting error is less than 0.5%!

Conclusion

Neural Network method provides very effective rules for calculation of the hotel’s room price binary
attractiveness. The result was obtained for two-layer network with 10 neurons in the hidden layer by selection
of pre/post-processing functions as
a. removing matrix rows with constant values;
b. map matrix row means and deviations to standard values.

Significant features of the network creation are also choice quasi-Newton back propagation function as a
training function and Mean squared error function as a performance one.
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Abstract
This paper highlights the security of digital images based on number theory which tends

to get immense attention in recent past. Encryption process produce statistically manipulated

data from a two dimensional pixel array. In this paper, an enhanced number theory based color

image compression and encryption scheme is proposed. This technique embraces a twin-based
application of image encryption and compression concurrently accepting a model based example
for the general compression-encryption standards.

Introduction

Modern era demands the efficient ways of storing and transmitting large amounts of data, most of
social networking giants need to maintain a large number of images to store users data, an efficient image
compression and encryption algorithm is a must need for them.

Image compression anticipated to gather the concrete data from image and exclude the unnecessary
pixels while storing the data [1] Data compression can be used in two possible flavors loss less compression
and lossy compression. Lossless compression removes the un-necessary data in such a way that while
decompression the lost pixels can be easily predictable [2]. While lossy compression results in the reduced
data can never be recovered and lossy scheme provide more compression as compare to lossless scheme [3].

Purpose and Research Problem

Recently published techniques certainly have their own limitations in-terms of bandwidth and memory,
the most commonly lossless technique is Huffman Coding, which turn out be quite complex when we have
color level values quite large, and secondly the compression level is quite low. Whereas predictive schemes
are widely used to achieve data compression task, one of them is Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM),
the redundancy reduction scheme does not seems to be robust if compared to other coding techniques also
for same quality images, it normally demands extensive bit rate and is more vulnerable to channel error but
despite all these facts it is fairly easy to implement [4-6].
In block coding structures such as Block Truncation Coding (BTC), Discrete Cosine Transform(DCT),
Vector Quantization (VQ), Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT), either the compression ratio is high and the
coding is complexor the compression ratio is diffident and the coding is also moderate [7-8]. The number of
operations (multiplication) for two–dimensional block coding schemes such as the Discrete Cosine Transform
requires N2log2N computations to code animage block size of N × N. Whereas RGB Color images are based on
normally 3-4 layers and they obviously demands more storage and processing time than grayscale images.
Indeed, to assure the fast transfer rate of multilayer images it is important to develop a new coding technique
which will have features of block size depending on the statistics of the image, minimum rate of distortion,
more coding benefits and less system complexity [11].
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Number Theory Based Image Compression
Images are normally represented in the form of a 2-D array whereas color images are consisting of three
layers: blue, green and red. Each layer of color image is compressed separately as in gray scale image. Further
each pixel is of 8 bits its intensity values are ranges from 0 to 255. The image coding system based on the
Number Theory is carried out by the following procedure. An image of size N × N is taken and is fragmented
into blocks of size 1 x K. Each pixel in the block is represented with a smaller bit representation by dividing
by 16.
ai = bi / 16, i = 1 to K

Now, they are represented as linear congruencies

yi = ai (mod ni)

for some fixed integer ni. The congruencies are solved using the number theoretic paradigm. The common
solution for a system of linear congruencies is obtained using the method of Chinese Remainder Theorem
[12].

Number theory based compression techniques has the ability to works as a lossy and lossless structure.
In lossy mode, minor error is attained with more compression.
(1)
In lossless scheme of compression, two sets of congruencies are considered. Each color values are
separately divided by an even number (we used 16) and further quotients are represented as linear
congruencies and resolved by applying Chinese Remainder Theorem. Secondly, for original color values
(2)
remainders were recorded after dividing the 16. The solutions reached at by applying the Chinese Remainder
Theorem to these remainders are also transmitted. The compression ratio achieved for a block size of 1 x 10
is 3.88 : 1.
In efficient encryption/decryption scheme the receiver should decrypt back the encrypted message
using [9]. In proposed scheme, encryption level mainly depends on the combinations of ni. While decoding,
the same combination of ni, which was selected for encoding should be asserted properly. The proposed
scheme is very easy to adopt as the computational and numbe rrunching steps are very small compared to
other methods.
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Figure 1. Image compression and encryption

The Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) obtained is moderate. The expression used for PSNR calculation is
RMSE = √(Σ (Pi-Ri)2/N ), i = 1 to N
PSNR = 20 * log10 [255/RMSE]

Where,
Pi = pixel values from original image
Ri = pixel values from decompressed image
N = number of pixels in the image.

Conclusion

The scheme presented in this paper has simple implementation module. It also does the two dimensional
encoding operation with limited time by having less multiplication and very few arithmetic calculations. In
this paper, for compression purpose, the block size (1×K) taken is 1× 10.

Depending on the amount of compression and quality requirement, a large block size can be considered.
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Appendix A: Matlab Code
clc
clear all
close all

inputImg = imread(‘input.bmp’);
R = inputImg(:,:,1);
G = inputImg(:,:,2);
B = inputImg(:,:,3);

% Encryption & Encoding
figure, imshow(R)
blockSize = 4;
k = ceil((size(R,1) * size(R,2))/blockSize);

temp = R’;
Rdata = temp(:);
pixData = [];
for i = 1:blockSize:k*blockSize
pixData = [pixData; (Rdata(i:i+blockSize-1))’];
end
pixData = pixData / 16;

encodedData = [];
b = [17 18 19 23];
for i = 1:k
tempX = chineseRemainderTh(b, double(pixData(i,:)));
% disp(‘###’)
% pixData(i,:)
encodedData = [encodedData; tempX];
end
encodedData = (encodedData); % Encoded Data
% Decryption & Decoding
encodedData = (encodedData);
b = [17 18 19 23];
decBlocks = [];
for i=1:length(encodedData)
temp = mod(encodedData(i), b);
decBlocks = [decBlocks; temp];
end

decBlocks = decBlocks * 16;
decImg = reshape(decBlocks’,size(inputImg,1),size(inputImg,2));
decImg = flipdim(imrotate(decImg, 270), 2);
figure,imshow(decImg,[])
function [x] = chineseRemainderTh(b, g)

% Objective: To find the smallest x such that:
% a. g=mod(x,b) or written in another way
% b. x =(%b) g
[bx by] = meshgrid(b, b);
bb = gcd(bx,by)-diag(b);
pp = ~sum(sum(bb>1));

if (pp)
% display([‘The Bases [relativly prime] are: b=[‘ num2str(b)
‘]’])
% display([‘The Number [representation] is : g=<’ num2str(g)
‘>’ ])
% take out one by one bases and replace with 1’s
xo = by-diag(b-1);
% and get the product of the others
Mk = prod(xo);

% now we should get an solution for x and xa where Mk.*xa
=(%b) x =(%b) 1
% note that xa.*g is a solution, i.e xa.*g =(%b) g, because xa
=(%b) ones
[Gk, nk, Nk] = gcd ( b, Mk ) ;
% [G,C,D] = GCD( A, B ) also returns C and D so that G = A.*C +
B.*D.
% These are useful for solving Diophantine equations and
computing
% Hermite transformations.
% Then the strange step
Sum_g_Nk_Mk = sum ( (g .* Nk) .* Mk ) ;

% get the lowest period unique answer between
[0:(product(b)-1)]
x = mod(Sum_g_Nk_Mk,prod(b));
% mod(x,b)
% display([‘The Number [lowest unique value] is: x=’’’
num2str(x) ‘’’’ ])
else
% display(‘The Bases are NOT Relprime.’)
end
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Appendix B
Input image before compression and encryption

Output image after decompression and decryption

